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Fall Fest showcases 150 organizations
15th annual campus celebration attracts students, staff
By Jacqueline Sansavera
More than 150 organizations were
rqiresented o,: the Quad last Friday as
a pan of the 15th annual Fall Fest.
according to the Union Activities
Board.
"Fall Fest is an introduction for
incoming students to get information
on many things Wright State has to
offer," said Monica McKittciick, the
special events chair of the UAB. It is
also a good chance for organizations
in and around our campus and community to promote themselves.
According to the UAB, the number of clubs and organizaJons that are
involved in the festival increases from
year to year due to the popularity of
the event. The chance it gives students
to become more involved is both practical and beneficial.
New clubs such as the Ice Hockey
Club, in its second season, participated
in its first Fall Fest and saw it as a
great experience to let students know
about their purpose and aspirations for

77iit year \ Fall Feufeatured vendor*. a rock climbing wall and vendorsfilmmore than 150
organizations.

the upcoming season, said Vice President Tony Wolf.
"This year's Fall Fest was definitely important to the organization. It was

a great chance to get the word out to
most students and faculty, who had no
idea that the school even had a team. A
positive response in attendance would

certainly prove that Fall Fest was a
success for us." said Wolf.
Fall Fest is a great idea to get students interested in what is going on
around campus, but it is also a good
way to get your own positions across,
said Vice President of Student Government Dcnada Sharra.
"We are developing a platform
for our organization, to make students
more aware of what we offer." said
Sharra.
106.9 WW'SU provided the music
for the event, free pizza courtesy of
Papa John's, cotton candy, the Army
wall climb, and giant inflatable toys.
"1 liked Fall Fest. because I had
no idea there was so much offered at
WSU." said Theatre Studies senior
Matt O'Donncll.
To find out more about an individual organization the Office of Student Life can be contacted at 7755570.
The UAB also sponsors May
Daze in the spring, as well as many
other events throughout the year.

Proposed bill allows citation for seatbelt infractions
Legislation enables police to stop motorists solely on seatbelt infractions
By James Brandetvie

A new bill proposal would allow
police to slop motorists not wearing a
seatbelt. according to the Associated
Press.
Current legislation allows for officers
to cite drivers and passengers tor seat
belt violations only after they have been
stopped for other infractions. The current fines for seatbelt violations are S25
for i.rivers and SI5 for passengers, new
legislation would increase $30 and $20
respectively.
Jeffery Armbrustcr. a sponsor of the
bill, proposed the legislation as a way to

"This is the kind of law that
continues to chip away
privacy and due process of
the law."

—Michael Booher

get Ohioans into the habit of wearing
their seatbelt every time they get into
the cor.
A similar bill was introduced in May
:>f 1999 without passing, according to

Ohio General Assembly documents. As
with the proposed bill in 1999. civil
liberties issues are being questioned.
"I understand and support the intentions of the legislation." said Associate
Professor of Political Science Dr.
Robert Adams. "However, it does open
itself up for a lot of abuse by police."
Without having certain safeguards in
place the ability to pull over someone
because they have long hair or drive a
broken down car is going to be a problem. The utility of increasing seat bell
usage with the possible 4th amendnK.it
abuses makes this a bad idea, said
Adams.
"This is the kind of law thai contin-

ues to chip away privacy and due
process of the law," said Michael
Booher. attorney at Student Legal Services. Probable i ausc no longer applies
to persons in automobiles now police
can act on any suspicion. Booher continued.
"I feel they should be able to stop and
cite anyone not wearing a seatbelt."
Robert Kretzer Director of Parking and
Transportation said
This type of legislation is part of a
nationwide trend increasing seat belt
usage. Similar bills adopted by 20 states
saw seat belt usage rise by 11%. said
"Scalbcll** continuc-d on p. 6
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Crime
\ r s o n Related Offenses
Sepi.
Criminal damaging was
r e p o r t e d in O e l r n a n H a i l , in r e f e r e n c e
t o a h i g h s p e e d Internet c o n n e c t i o n
cafole for c o m p u t e r w a s r i p p e d o u t o f
the wall.
S e p t . JO: C r i m i n a l d a m a g i n g w a s
r e p o r t e d in Lot 10. in r e f e r e n c e t o a
w i n d o w that w a s b r o k e n out o f a v e h i cle.
Drug/I.iquor Offenses
Sept. 7: D r u g a b u s e , p o s s e s s i o n o f
drug paraphernalia and possession of
d r u g a b u s e i n s t r u m e n t w a s r e p o r t e d in
H a m i l t o n Mall.
S e p t . 10 D r u g t r a f f i c k i n g w a s
r e p o r t e d in t h e H a n g e r , s u s p e c t s w e r e
a l l e g e d l y selling V i a g r a .
Sept. 12; A n arrest w a s m a d e f o r
a l c o h o l o f f e n s e i n v o l v i n g m i n o r s in
College Park.
S e p t . 13: A n arrest w a s m a d e f o r

Notes
a l c o h o l o f f e n s e s i n v o l v i n g m i n o r s in
l ot 3 .
Larceny/Theft
Sept. 10: A t h e f t a m o u n t i n g in S 2 0 0
o f j e w e l r y w a s r e p o r t e d in t h e A l r i u m
o f the Student Union.
S e p t . 10: A p e r s o n a l p o l i c e badgew a s reported stolen f r o m the C a m p u s
Services Building.
Sept. 13: A p p r o x i m a t e l y e i g h t s e t s
o f W S U k e y s a n d o n e lock w e r e
reported stolen f r o m the Creative Arts
C e n t e r . H s t i m a t e d v a l u e is $ 1 6 5 .
Traffic
Sept. 9: A h i t in r u n w a s r e p o r t e d o n
Village D r i v e , w h e n a J e e p t r a v e l i n g
on t h e w r o n g side o f t h e i » u d s t r u c k
the r e a r o f a S a t u m . causing a m i n o r
neck injury t o the passenger of the
S a t u r n . T h e o p e r a t o r o f ihe J e e p fled
the scene.
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New grant funds West Nile discovered
rehab program at local campground
By Jann-s Branilfwk-

Program tackles insurance
or transportation obstacle
By Jocchn Hudson

"The proposal tries lo address the

According lo the WSU School of
Medicine, the department plans to use
a S4 million grant from the National
Institute on Drug Abuse to fund a drug
abuse initiative.
The five year program known as
Reducing Barriers to Drug Abuse
Treatment Services, was created 'o
assist those with a chemical dependency in overcoming such obstacles as a
lack of insurance or transportation
issues so that they can receive assistance, said the Director For Public
Relations in the School Of Medicine,
Judi Engle
"The proposal tries to address the
gap in services for people who have
substance abuse and want to deal with
it." said Engle.
There is a gap between the time
that one is referred to a serv ice for substance abuse and when one actually
receives those services, said Engle.
During that time, some substance
abusers may change their mind about
getting the help that they need. The
project is designed to remove those
barriers so that a person can get help.
According to her. the project was
also created to determine what kinds of
services will best help those with substance abuse and how to keep those
people in treatment programs.
The program is headed by Principal Investigator Dr. Harvey Siegal and
Project Director Timothy Lane. M.Ed.
"We spend a lot of community
resources on indentifying people with
drug problems and assessing them at

gap in services for people who have
substance abuse ami want to ileal
with it. "
- Jiuh Engle

Samaritan Crisis ("are, our community's central intake unit." said Lane.
"The money provided by N1DA
will help us identify personal and environmental barriers. We hope to have a
positive impact in two ways: improv ing the chance that people get to and
stay in treatment; and increasing the
efficency of the community's scarce
asses .nent and treatment resources."
The project will be conducted in
the Dayton area with many partners
involved in the grant, such as Montgomery County Alcohol Drug Addic
tion and Mental Health Services Board,
Miami Valley Hospital Turning Point
and Samaritan Behavioral Health.
"Working through Samaritan Crisis
Care, we are excited to be participating
in this research effort," said President
and CEO of Samaritan Behav ioral
Health Sue McGatha.
"One of our major challenges is
ensuring that those people referred to
treatment actually follow through with
treatment. If the study's interventions
prove to help our clients link and follow through, it would be of great
value," she said.

Greene Counts Combined Health
and Wright Pat'
Air force Base
have confirmed West Nile Virus in
reenc County, ac -ording to press
releases from both s- mrces.
Surveillance neai a family campground and recreational areas around
Bass Lake yielded the recent positive
results, according to a Wright Patt press
release.
"There have been no human contacts
in Greene County," said Debbie
Leopold. Environmental Health Director at GCCHD.
Twenty-two humans have been
infected in Ohio during 2003. corresponding with two deaths, according to
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
WPAFB works in coordination with
the GCCHD and the Ohio Department
of Health on the monitoring of West
Nile Vims. The program started over 2
years ago when the threat of West Nile
first hit the United States, and the
base's Environmental Division began
trapping mosquitoes during the last
spring season at 7 different locations,
said Public Affairs Official, Susan
Fems.
West Nile Virus was first found in
the US in 1999 after pre\ ious outbreaks
in Egypt. Asia, Israel. South Africa and
in some parts ot Europe. How the disease made it to the United States is still
under dispute, bui the virus strains
resemble those from the Middle East,
according to Centers of Disease Con-
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trol and Prevention
In 2002. the first human case was '
covered in Ohio; 441 have been repo..
since then, according to the ODH.
West Nile Virus is transmitted only
through mosquito infection, not throug',
human or animal contact. Symptoms >f
the disease include llu-like symptom .
high fever and body aches. Brail
inflammation, known as encephalitis, is
the cause of deaths in rare cases. Of the
3370 reported cases of West Nile Virus
in 2003. 65 have resulted in death
nationwide, according to C'DCP.
"Although the West Nile virus can
lead to serious illness or death, base officials said there is no need for alarm.
Experts estimate that only one percent of
mosquitoes are carriers of the West Nile
virus; only one percent of people bitten
will get sick, and fewer than 20 percent
of those will suffer serious medical
problems", said Al Eackle, of the 74th
medical group public affairs office at
WPAFB.
People can protect themselves from
mosquito bites by wearing long sleeve
shirts and pants at night, wearing light
colored clothes and by using mosquito
repellent with the chemical DEET, said
Eackle.
However, the end of the rainy season
and the coming of cooler weather
decreases the number of mosquitoes,
thus decreasing the human cases, said
Eackle. WSU does not currently have
any research ongoing in coordination
with WPAFB, said officials at Research
Affairs Department at WSU.
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News
Career Services outlook
Co-op/Internship Student Qualifications:
• Sophomore status
• Completed or near completion of entry-level
courses required . y college
• Declared a major and be accepted into program
• 2.F» GPA for undergraduates and
3.0 for graduates

online feature provided bv Career Services to guide students through interae-

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

KATHLEEN EDWARDS

. THENMRIBUN

KEEP IT TO
GETHER
IN STORES NOW

lop skills such as interv tewing for
a potential job. writing a resume and
using effective search strategies to IInd
a job. said Cheryl Kruegcr. Director of
Career Services. The department also
holds career fairs and mock interviews,
which help students master interviewing, and the department assists students
in searching for cooperative education
(co-op) and internships while pursuing
a degree for the approximately 30 percent of WSU's seniors who use the
services.
Career Services also helps students
find on-campus tobs cither through
Federal Work Study Employment or
regular employment such as student
government or teaching assistants Hut
most importantly. Career Services
helps students find a career when they
complete their degrees.
"The average job search is a three to
six month process, it's more beneficial
for students to start a year in advance."
said Kruegcr. "There is preparation
needed for an active job search."
Another way the Career Services
Department aids students in the search

job availability, and co-op and internship requirements, said Kruegcr SIC! I
Phis contains information on occupations and provides links to local and
national job search engines.
Graduate student Melissa Payne
used Career Services to build her
resume and find activities that would
benefit her in her pursuit of a job.
"Career Services helped mc combine ni\ work and school experience
with my future educational goals to
focus on potential entry level jobs that
will give me a solid background in my
field of interest." she said.
Since more students are using coops and internships to get their foot in
the door, not as many students have
recently required the assistance of
Career Services. I lowever. Career Services will also assist students who need
to fine-tune their resume.
"I he advisors are very helpful when
it comes to resumes. They will dear
up anv questions you have, proofread
and give you suggestions relevant to
the types of jobs you arc applying for."
said Payne.
The first Career Fair of the year will
be held on-campus October 1. For a
list of participating employers, go to
ht tp: career, wright. edu.
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examines
medical fields
By Jtnica (Jarringer
WSU's School of Medicine provides individuals a glimpse into the
medical field through a mini-medical
school series held Sept. 23 through
Oct. 28.
According to the SOM, the MiniMedical Lecture Series is a six-week
prograir designed to give an inside
look as to how medical students are
trained, share accurate up-to-date
health and science information and
give hands-on learning experiences.
"It gives a small snapshot into
wiiat medical school is all about," said
Dr. Sherman Alter, a presenter at the
mini-medical school series and an
associate professor of pediatrics. "If
taken in context, it does give a feel for
how the lectures are given to medical
students."
The series is made up of various
sessions that are "designed to appeal to
students considering medicine as a
career as well as other adults interested
in medicine and life sciences," said
Robin Suits, assistant director for community and public relations in the
School of Medicine. "Many people are
fascinated by news about biomedical
research and we thought a program
like this would appeal to them."
Sessions will be featuring a variety
of topics, including infectious diseases, substance abuse, pharmacology,
mental illness, death and dying, aging
and age related illnesses, skin cancer,
and clinical training.
"If students want to meet some
physicians and research scientists on
**Seatbclt~ continued f r o m p. I

Armbruster.
The national average for 2003 is 79%
and the NHTSA declared the Click It or
Ticket program "a huge success converting 16% of nonusers, according to
the National Occupant Protection Use
Survey (NOPUS) survey. The same
survey showed an increase from 54% to
the 79% since 1994.
Aug. 20 thru Sept. 2 the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration
ran a program called Click It or Ticket.
During national mobilization over the
Memorial Day holiday Ohio saw scat

"This series is for the public ami
it allows people to understand
what goes on in medical school. "
— Dr. Frank Nag\'

our faculty and learn more about modem medicinc. then this is a great
opportunity to do so," said Suits.
According to the SOM. doctor - in
various medical lie'ids will provide
information that is easy to comprehend and labs with plenty of hunds-on
experience.
"This series is for the public and it
allows people to understand what goes
on in medical school." said Dr. Frank
Nagy. presenter at the mini-medical
school series and an associate professor in the department of anatomy and
physiology.
WSU has been holding its minimedical school series since 1999. The
sessions are usually held twice a year
in fall and spring. It costs £20 to register for the mini-medical series and all
lectures are held in the Frederick A.
White Health Center.
The registration for the fall 2003
series closed after four days, said
Suits.
"We have almost 120 registered,
and have had to stop admitting people," she said. "We will probably do a
similar mini-medical school series
next fall."
belt usage climb to an all-time high of
73.1%, according to a Ohio Department
of Public Safety news release.
According to U.S. Department of
Transportation press release. The May
enforcement mobilization was, for the
first time, supplemented by an almost
S25 million state and national media
campaign. More than 12,000 law
enforcement agencies in all 50 states.:
the District of Columbia and Puerto
Rico conducted safety belt checkpoints
and other special law enforcement
activities as part of the campaign,.
Fairborn Police Department did not
respond by the time this issue printed.
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Technology aids in
policing of plagiarism
WSU examines academic dish: K iy
ByJaci cw Sansavera
Accordi ig to the WSU Office of
Judicial A flairs, the university is
employing i.ew ways to crack down on
academic dishonesty. If caught a student could face severe consequences,
including expulsion.
Websites such as tumitin.com and
other popular search engines, such as
Google.com and Yahoo.com. are
among a new wave in web based
policing of plagiarism, said Dr. Henry
Limouze. chair of the department of
English language and literature. Turnitin.com allows teachers to enter any
portion of a paper into a large database
and have it returned to them with exact
detection of borrowed ideas.
Most aspects of academic dishonesty are not commonly found here on
our campus; the policy, process and
new ways to detect it are beneficial for
a student to know, said Limouze
"Students should not present others'
words or ideas as their own because it
is wrong to do so. Every profession
has its own code of ethics; so do we in

the university, and plagiarism < the
most serious violation of tha' code," he
said.
According to the Studcr, "s Guide to
Academics Integrity, if a stu lent should
be caught trying to pass off other individuals' ideas as their own, there is a
long rigorous process through which
they must go.
"The penalty for plagiarism is awful.
In many cases the student fails the class.
The university procedure also calls for a
report on the plagiarism to be sent to the
Office of Judicial Affairs. If there is no
other reported violation of the university's rules on academic integrity, then the
report goes into a file. But if there is
already a report there, or if another violation is reported later, then the student
is brought before a hearing panel. The
result can be very severe, even expulsion." said Limouze.
Students can become more aware of
plagiarism and Wright State's policies
by reading the "Student's Guide to Academic Integrity' posted by the Office of
Judicial Affairs in Wright State's web
page.

credit for the w o r k of others, i n c l u d i n g :
any paper, homework assignment, take-home
idemic product cmp^^holly or in part, by or
'tair'id from an c
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Academic fn
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2. If, as a result of the meeting with the professor, he or she believes!
violation took place, the faculty member will dismiss the case and the issue will
be considered resolved.
3. If. after discussing the incident, the faculty member still believes that "more
likely than not" a violation did occur, ne or she wil! determine whether the student should receive a zero for the assignment, examination, paper or project, or
a grade of "F" for the course.
4. If the student and faculty member agree that both a violation took place and
the sanction imposed is appropriate, the faculty member will complete an Academic Integrity Resolution Form (AIRF) documenting the mutually agreed-upon
outcome. The student will then be asked to sign the AIRF indicating that the
information on the form is accurate and a copy will be provided to the student.
A copy of all of the forms will be sent to the Office of Judicial Affairs to create a
file of the incident.
If. after reviewing all of the information the faculty member believes that the
seriousness of the incident warrants additional action beyond a grade sanctio,
the faculbtg^mber will refer the student to the Academic Integrity Hearing
Panel foffurSer sanctioning.
6 In the avftfTt that the^SfHfent denies the chai
and/or does not accept the
(acuity map-lifer's sanefcn, J | : or she will inforrrJ
ent that the case will
be referreo'^(«h^lHI%or^djudication. The
> of Jftjicial^yfairs will send
the student a n o t i c i a s ^ J^ien and where the hi
I tat
7 II the studentphooses §jsnot "schedule or attend the
member, the fac»tyrn®r)b« in tlw student's absence,
,v>;, ">pr the si .tent is responsible or not for the vi< .
P --a
^ H,i J
information. Additionally, the gjjdenfl»ill then be referr&l toJfie AIHP f<
sideration of further sanctioning i ' h a ^ 2 5 noncomplianc§Hle will besadi
the student's Bursar account
Information provided by www.vWltjfit.edu
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WSU PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES
ROUTE 1
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0:00
8:1,0
820
8:30
8 40
8:50
9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:40
12:00
12:20
12:3C
12:50
1:10

—

7:35
7 45
7:55
8 05
8:15
8:25
8 35
8:45
8:55
905
9:15
9 25
9:35
9:45
9 55
10:05
10:15
10 2 5
10:35
10:45
10:55
1 1 :OS
11:15
11:25
11:45
12:05
12:25
12:35
12:55
1:15

R O U T E
ALL
HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE
HALL/SU
LANE
PARK
7:1£
7:18
7.22
8:07
8:00
8 03
8 48
8:45
8 52
9:37
9:30
9:33
10:15
10:18
10:22
11:00
11:03
11:07
11:45
11 4 8
11:52
12 3 0
12:33
12:37
1:18
1:22
1:15
2:00
2:03
2:07
2:45
248
2:52
3:37
3:30
3:33
4 15
4:18
4:22
5:00
5:07
5:03
5:45
5:48
5:52
6 37
6:30
8 33

2

-

M O N D A Y

-

7:45
7:55
8 05
«J 1 5
8 25
8 3S
8:45
0:55
9:05
9:15
9:25
9 35
9:45
9 55
10 0 5
10:15
10:25
10:35
10:45
10:55
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:35
11:55
12:15
12:35
12:45
1:05
1:25

F R I D A Y

TIMES
LISTED
ARE DEPAHTURC
HONORS
WOODS
DORM
VILLAGE
7:26
7:30
7:35
8:11
8 15
8 20
8 56
9:00
9:05
9 41
9:45
9 50
10:30
10:35
10 2 6
11:11
11:15
11:20
J 1.56
12 0 0
12 0 5
12:41
12:45
12:50
1 28
1:30
1:35
2:11
2:15
2:20
2:56
3:00
3:05
3:41
3:45
3:50
4:26
4:30
4:35
5:11
5:15
5:20
5:56
6:00
6:05
6 41
6:45
6:50

6:35
6:40
6:45
7:35
7:40
7:45
8:35*
8:40*
8:45*
PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

2003
U N T I L 6 : 0 5 P M

1:35
1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:26
2:35
2 45
2:55
3 05
3:15
3:35
3:55
4:15
4:35
4:55
5:15
5:35
5:55
6:15
6:35
6:55
7:15
7:35
7:55
8:15
6.35
8:54.
9:15
9:35
9:55

ALL TIMES
US TED ARE
COLLEGE HONORS
P
D
O
R
M
ZILLAGE
APK
2:10
2:15
2:20
3:10
3:15
3:20
4:10
4:15
4:20

8:25
6:30
7:30
7:25
8:25*
8:30*
•DROP OFF ONLY - MO

~

M O N . - T H U R S . U N T I L 1 0 : 0 5 P M / FRI.

1:30
1:40
1:50
2 00
2:10
2:20
2:30
2:40
2:50
300
3.10
3 30
3:50
«<:10
4:30
4:50
5 10
5 30
5:50
6:10
6:30
8:50
7:10
7:30
7:50
6:10
8:30
8:50
9:10
9:30
9:50

HAMILTON FOREST
HALL/SU
LANE
2:00
2:05
3:00
3:05
4:00
4:05

2002

DEPARTURE
WOODS
2:25
3:25
4:25
6:50
7:50
8:50*

UNTIL

6:S5 P M

TIMES
WiLLETT
7:40
8:25
9:10
9:55
10:40
11:25
12:10
12:55
1:40
2:25
3:10
3:55
4:40
5:25
6:10
6:55

1:45
1 55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
2:55
3:05
3:15
3:25
3:45
4:05
4:25
4:45
5:05
5:25
5:45
6:05
6:25
6:45
7:05
7:25
7:45
8:05
8:25
8:45
9:05
9:25
9:45
10:05

MCLIN

J^2X2Q_ —£»i,M—

******

******
******
3:15
4:00
4 45
5 30
6:15

******

7:50
8:35
9:20
10:05
10.50
11:35
12:20
1:05
1:50
2:35
3 20
4:05
4:50
5:35
6:20

******

TIMES
MALL

M6WER
2:35
3:35
4:35

7:00
8:00
9:00

S H U T T L E S R U N O N L V W H I L E C L A S S E S A R E IN S E S S I O N A N D D U R I N G F I N A L S W E E K
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS
ALL S H U T T L E S A R E W H E E L C H A I R A C C E S S I B L E
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 AND 2
$1 C H A R G E E A C H W A Y F O * R O U T E 3 (EXACT C H A N G E PLEASE)

FOOD CT
2:50
3:50
4:50
7:15
8:15
9.30

§
|
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Students, Blame Yourselves
There is a solid, yet unwritten,
tradition that marks the official
beginning of the academic year at
Wright State. As undergraduates
bargain their way into closed classes, and commuters stalk pedestrians
tor parking spaces, students question the management of tuition dollars and complain about fee increases. This is truly 13 annual event, for
the verbal protests are heard campus-wide every September, fade to a
whisper by finals week, and afterward. remain silent until the following fall.
The student body's concerns arc
certainly not without merit, rhe
2003-2004 year opens with a 6 percent increase in tuition, yet there is
no
significantly
comparrSle
increase in academic programs or
student resources. Nor has the
tuition hike benefited faculty and
staff, they remain overextended and
definitely don't collect impressive
salaries.
Wright State is not to blame for
the increases, and it is not responsible for the lack of growth expected
by the WSU community. According to a 2002 report by the National
Association of State Budget
Offices, funding from state income
for higher education in Ohio is 12
percent below the national average.
Out of 50 states. Ohio ranks 42nd in
the percent that states appropriate to
its colleges and universities. That
means tiiat jrst eight other states in
the union give less money to higher
education than does Ohio.
The state of Ohio cannot shoulder the blame, either. Unlike the
federal government, states are
required to operate on a balanced
budget, and balanced budgets mean
budget cuts. Why does the state cut
funding for higher education? Politics. Elected officials decide the
budget cuts, ana elected officials
only respond to the needs of the
people who vote. Those aged 1825, college students, rarely ever
vote and pay little attention to public affairs. The decision by state
legislators to ignore the interests of
college students is shrewd and efficient policy-making. No matter
how much the state cuts funding for
higher education, college students
rarely make their voices heard
beyond the campus.
Ohio lawmakers have yet to hear
from the students of WSU and universities across the state. Unless
Ohio students make a resounding
cry within earshot of the Statehouse,
the unofficial tradition will last at
Wright State for many years to
come.
Submit your
Letter to the Editor
to
Valerie Lough
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The other day, I went to the Union
Market for lunch between classes. I
went to the deli station, ordered a
wrap, and then saw a sign that read,
"Add a side salad or soup and a 20
oz. drink for just $2.40". 'Just
S2.40?' 1 thought, 'that's not cheap!'
But 1 wanted a salad, so I went with
the deal anyway.
When I went to the register to pay,
the cashier got a bit flustered when
she couldn't find the right key to ring
up the wrap combo.
"How do I ring up a wrap combo?"
she asked the manager. "We don't
have a wrap combo." the manager
replied icily. Then, without a glance
or a word to me—the customer- she
walked off in the direction of the deli
station, obviously annoyed.
Meanwhile, a line was forming
behind me and everyone else v. as
getting annoyed too. The cashier
apologized and said th^t everything
had been changed and now ringing
up items was very confusing. "Did
any of the prices go down?" I asked.
"No," she said, "They all went up."
Now, dear fellow students, that day,
I purchased a wrap, a 20 oz. soda and
a side salad. It cost me nearly eight
dollars! But, I will admit that it was
sufficiently yummy, and that there
was a nice person who got everything
for me. Oh wait! That was me! Well,
there was another nice person who
cleared my table-wait, me again!

vlough@siscom.net
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"What
lars for

is this eight
when

ting is a generic
a generic
generic

dol-

all I'm getwrap with

pop and a
salad?"

Recently, I went to Elsa's and spent
EXACTLY seven dollars on lunch
(taco buffet) and tip and I got to have
a nice conversation with the waitress
who I knew from a class 1 took last
year, AND she refilled my iced tea
about a million times!
So I ask again: why on earth is a
wrap, drink and salad so expensive
on WSU's campus?
The ans iwer can only be one thing:
profit. Aramark is the company that
last year began operating both the
Hangar and the new Union Market.
Now, being somewhat new to Wright
State, I've never experienced what we
had before Aramark came along, but
others Fve talked to seem to think
there was more selection, more locations to eat at, and the prices were
lower.
Sure, you could go to one of the
fast food joints off campus, but you
need time to go all the way there and
back~a luxury 1, for one, do not

have. Or you could bring your lunch,
I suppose, but if you want to eat
healthy and have a salad for lunch,
you're probably not about to carry
one around in your backpack all day.
The foodcourts on campus are here
for US, the students, because someone. somewhere realized we needed
them. They should not be making a
profit while doing us the service of
makiw: sure we have enough nutrition to keep our brains going. I didn't
borrow money from the federal government to pay for outlandishly
priced eight dollar wraps!
And trust me, the prices ARE outlandish. I ran a cafe for a year, and I
can tell you that with supplies and
labor there's no way that the food in
the Union Market and the Hangar
could possibly be priced so high,
even with an extremely modest profit
of twenty percent.
At the very least, if I'm going to
continue buying my lunch on campus, I would like to be treated much
better by the Aramark employees. I'm
certainly NOT talking about the
cashiers or those who prepare the
food, in my experience they're very
friendly and helpful. No, I mean the
managers.
So c'mon Aramark, if you want me
to keep buying your eight dollar
wraps, pucker up!
Diane Flick
Senior, International Studies
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Fear and loathing
Michael Norris and Jacqueline
Bergdahl

eign policy and the loss of jobs and
civil liberties.
We feel fear and yet we like to deny
it. displaying decals on our vehicles
saying. "No Fear" or "Ain't Skeered."
Many fears we do acknowledge arcunreasonable. We live in fear ofSARS
or West Nile Virus but not heart disease. the number one killer, caused by
inactivity or poor diet. We are afraid of
air travel but are much more likely to
die in a car crash only a few miles from
home. Elderly women fear violent
crime far more than young males, the
most likely victims.
Wright State parents are fearful of
being able to finance their children's
education during an economic downturn and students arc fearful of a
shrinking job market. In an informal
discussion of fear recently in a WSU
classroom, students admitted fears of
certain classes like statistics and classroom activities like public speaking.
Some students are fearful of walking
on campus late at night but prefer to
band together informally rather the.
calling campus security. All of us - students. faculty and staff - should learn
to confront our fears, to evaluate them
in terms of actual risks of victimization. and to question and resist those
who would exploit us for them.

Fear is a necessary part of existence,
the flight" part of the "fight or flight'
mechanism that keeps creatures in the
middle of the food chain from becoming food. For humans, fear of the more
abstract concept of evil preoccupies us.
We feel it more intensely because the
great white shark at the top of the food
chain is not evil per se. The coyote that
takes the life savings of illegal Mexican immigrants hoping to come to the
United States and then leaves them to
die of asphyxiation and dehydration,
locked in a semi-trailer - that person is
evil.
Terrorism is particularly fear-inspiring because it is so impersonal. The
sociologist G wynne Nettler talks of the
economy of terrorism, the notion that a
little 'joes a long way: kill one person
anil you've scared a million; kill thousands on September 11 and you've
scared a nation. The Bush administration exploited this fear to launch an
invasion of Iraq and enact the Patriot
Act. recently referred to as "a wish list
for authoritarians."
But the economy of terrorism reaches a saturation point, after which additional increments of fear are progressively harder to achieve. Most AmeriMichael Norris is an adjunct profescans have grown weary of the color sor &Dr. Jacqueline Bergdahl an
ceded terrorism alert system devised assistant professor, both in the Departby the newly created Department of ment of Sociology and Anthropology
Homeland Security and now arc
becoming more fearful of failed for-

Give a shout out to someone ii
has made your day

or...

Kick some dirt on the louts that
made it a living hell

Send YOUR props or gripes to The Guardian
and lef them know that you mean it
WSUprops@excite.com

Foul air lingers at the Environmental Protection Agency
Chicago Tribune Editorial
Knight Ridder
(KRT)

In the wake of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, there were serious concerns
about whether the collapse of the
World Trade Center had left the air
around ground zero filled with
asbestos, PCBs and other toxins, making it unsafe for workers and residents.
Seven days after the attacks, the
Environmental Protection Agency
reassured New Yorkers in a statement
that "their air is safe to breathe and
their water is safe."
But the EPA had not gathered nearly
enough data to make such a sweeping
declaration, according to a troubling
report by EPA Inspec. ir General Nikki
Tinsley. At the time of the Sept. IS
statement, the EPA still lacked data for
PCBs and dioxin, among some other
important "pollutants of concern."
Tinsley's report said.
The EPA didnit reveal those qualifiers. In fact, at the urging of the White

House Council on Environmental
Quality, the EPA added reassuring language and deleted words of caution the
agency's scientists had included in a
draft version.
Christie Todd Whitman, who
resigned in May as EPA administrator,
confirmed the changes in an interview
with Newsweek. The White House
never told her to lie, she said, and she
did not object when the words of caution were deleted.
Why? "We didn't want to scare people." she explained.
One can easily appreciate the
administration's desire to avoid a panic
and to restore the Wall Street financial
district to a state of normalcy as quickly as possible. But the public looks to
the EPA for facts, not spin. In this case,
the "spin" may have endangered publichealth.
EPA policy has considered asbestos
to be hazardous at any level. But after
meetings with staff members at the
Council on Environmental Quality, the
original dtaft of a Sept. 13. 2001. EPA
press statement was changed. The draft
read. "Even at low levels. EPA consid-

ers asbestos hazardous in this situation." That was changed to read.
"Short-term, low-level exposure (to
asbestos) of the type that might have
been produced by the collapse of the
World Trade Center buildings is
unlikely to cause significant health
effects."
Outside air, according to independent inspectors, was safe once the dust
cloud settled. But White House staff
also deleted warnings in press releases
th.<t residents of the World Trade Center ..rea should have large amounts of
dust removed from their apartments by
professional asbestos cleaners, instead
of doing the cleaning themselves.
Did the EPA's premature assurances
harm anyone's health? That's not certain. But complaints of dry coughs and
other ailments among workers at
ground zero and residents of nearby
buildings have run into the thousands.
About 40 percent of the 6,300 workers
and volunteers screened by Mount
Sinai Medical Center have suffered
from respiratory problems.
There's no way around it: The EPA
had an obligation to inform workers

and residents fully of potential hazards
they would face in the area, and the
EPA failed in that obligation. 1 hat failure may have put public health at risk
and has seriously damaged the credibility of the EPA. More damaging:
EPA officials have attempted to dismiss the significance of their own
inspector general's report.
Now there is fallout for the EPA and
the Bush administration Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton of New York has put a
hold on the nomination of Utah Gov.
Mike Lcavitt as EPA administrator
until the administration answers her
concerns about the report. The White
House says Clinton is attempting to
"politicize" she nomination.
The White House had better recognize that people see nothing political
about the air they breathe. The administration has to come clean abv ut what
information was changed, who was
involved in the decision and how it will
avoid twisting the information the public receives.
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Fall festivals are much more than
apples, sauerkraut and turkey legs
KIT-.tie Bargtr
Boston's Bistro and Pub hosts the third
annual downtown Dayton Oktoberfest.
German music by Jay Fox and the Bavarian Showtime Band sets the tone for the
festival. The one day festival is on September 27 from 4 p.m. to 1 a.m. There is a
$5 donation that goes to the Ohio Academy of Holistic Health, Inc.

Fall festivals emerge in ever-growing
numbers to entice visitors to eat, drink
and be merry. There arc many to choose
from, but some stand out as the ones to
not miss, while others leave visitors
wondering why they even made
drive.

Gcrn)aotow
Pretzel
Festival
Germantown offers a scenic community as the venue
for this festival that includes a historic railroad depot,
caboose, a log cabin and a children's play area. The free
fall festival has been continuing the tradition since 1980.
The festival features live entertainment, shows and food
within the Veterans Memorial Park.
The festival lasts from September 27 to 28 and is open
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturday and from noon to 6
p.m. on Sunday.

s

Festival
A sixteenth century English inspired village is nestled in the heart of Harveysburg. Ohio. 150 fully
costumed characters roam around the village adding a bit of authenticity. Twelve stages give visitors the
opportunity to sec much entertainment, while 130 vendors offer crafts and services like hair braiding. A
full armored joust. Theatre in the Ground, and The Swordsmen and the Minstrels of Mayhem round out
the experience for visitors.
The Renaissance Festival is open through October 19 from 10:30 to 6 p.m. The cost is SI5 for adults
and S8 for children ages 5-12.

Fariv\ Festival
-Tersej i w r y
2003 marks the twenty-seventh consecutive year for the Fall Farm Festival. The popularity has grown to 20.000 visitors each
year.
Horse-drawn hayrides and pony rides for a
mere SI.50 per person and cow milking represents only a small portion of what will be
going on at Young's Jersey Dairy. Caramel
apple and donut making will also be done
during the festival.
The festival is opsn from September 27 to
28 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. There is no initial
cost to get into the festival.

'03

Hidden Valley Fruit Farm presents
Apple Days a festival dedicated to everything apples This is a family oriented festival that includes live music suitable for
all age levels, hayrides. pony rides, face
painting and craft and food vendors.
Apple pics, caramel apples and every
imaginable food made with apples will be
available to taste.
The festival runs from September 27 to
28 and is open from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
is free.

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

a
(3auef£nad

The Sauerkraut Festival blends
old and new in an event that
shouldn't be missed. The festival,
located in the town of Waynesville
offers much to see and do. Food
choices include sauerkraut pic.
sauerkraut pizza and many other
inventive selections. Antiques,
collectibles and other crafts line
the streets of Waynesville.
The festival is open from October I I to 12 from 9 to 8 p.m. on
Saturday and 9 to 6 p.m. on Sunday.

Pixp

University Shoppes
2622 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Fairborn, OH 45324
(937)534-1456
Across from WSU
Clocktower Plaza
220 N. Springboro Pike
Miamisburg, OH 45449
(937)534-1454
Next to Dick's Sporting Goods
Upper Valley Kiosk
1475 Upper Valley Pike
Springfield. OH 45504
(937) 325-3496
Inside the Upper Valley Mall
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Wright State University

Homecoming 2003
There's No Place Like Home
Banner Contest Applications
Homecor* iq King and Queen Applications
Mocktails Contest Applications

Available now in the Office of Student Life
u„w.r.«*

Get involved
0
-oj Recognition and prizes

Ho—

www.tfregu£rdiaft3nline.com

Why drive in circles
when you can park
in Lot 4 or Lot 20?

w

M

a

Battery Jump

Air for a flat

A gallon of gas If
you run out on a
campus roadway.

Parking and Transportation

Parking and Transportation at 775-2828
between Kim and 8pm Monday thru Thursday
and 8am thru 4pm on Friday. .
After these hours contact the
WSUPolice Department at 775-2111

I;
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Parking and
Transportation
would like to
welcome everyone
to campus.

-r

(20 Mlrdsep^rs,

We're here to
accomodate your
parking and.
- transportation
needs.

beds,

jowQil^);

I P

Wkfa$

No coujbon wqulrSd

Just Call 775-5690

Dayton's Largest Tanning Salon
Weekend Specials Also ftvoiloblel

WSU PHARMACY
•

NEXT TO RIJSS ENGINEERIN'G'

' .V "

'*•

Located in the lobby of the Frederick White Center
Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
• We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
•We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy.
•We give a 10 percent discount to WSU students.
•We accept checks. MasterCard. VISA, and Discover cards.
•The average wait for your perscription is under 10 minutes and often
5 minutes.
•We now accept the Wright One Card - with Flex dollars.
•We accept virtually any health plan from anywhere in the United States
•It's easy to transfer prescriptions filled at another pharmacy. Just bring us
the label or bottle and we'll call the pharmacy and transfer the prescription,
even if its in another state.
• If your doctor is out of the area, prescriptions can be phoned in or faxed to
us.

Hours
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

Also located in Fred White:
^

Student Health: x2552
(1st Floor Fred White)

•
Call us at x 3 4 f 4 to discuss transforming existing
prescriptions or \)vhat information we will neeci to file
an electronic claim with your insurance.

Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner
Rose Faqan, Nurse Practitioner
Victoria Brodeschore, Nurse Practitioner

~

www.wrighl.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/
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Roiy Poly Sandwiches offers
gourmet sandwiches fast
By Michelle Ditto
"You arc a culinary genius," a
Springfield doctor told Roly Puis
owner Dave Guehl over the phone after
he visited Roly Poly last week.
According to Guehl. the doctor hail
stopped by the new Roly Poly store
located next to the College Store on

Colonel Glenn, and ordered about fifty
dollars worth of sandwiches.
"He had been eating those sandwiches day and night for the past couple of days, and he wanted me to deliver him some more." Guehl said. "I told
him it would cost at least twenty to
thirty dollars more to cover the cost of

AO 1

SANDWICHES

V
Cimibinapim Parly Platter

gas to get there and back, but and he
said he didn't care."
Founded by Linda Wolf and Julie
Reid in Atlanta. Georgia, in ll>96. the
idea behind Roly Poly was simple.
Wolf and Reid wanted to make
rolled sandwiches that were filled with
vegetables, meat, cheese and sauces in
a flour tortilla. Business boomed even
though Roly Poly was practically next
door to sandwich competitors Schlotsky's and Subway.
"Those places have good sandwiches," Guehl said, "but I think Roly Poly
focuses more on the ingredients instead
of the bread."
Roly Poly diner Carrie Noble agreed
with Guehl. "I like the idea of the
wrap. It helps evenly distribute the
ingredients so that you don't get a
mouthful ot just cheese or meat."
Noble had more to say about her
Basil Cashew Chicken sandwich. "I
liked the avocado in it. It made the
sandwich a little bit smoother...to
counteract the texture of the bean
sprouts, i liked the chicken, and the
sauce was really creamy. It .ilmost had
a hint of curry in it. All together. I
would say it was a most enjoyable
sandwich!"
"Roly Poly is unique." Guehl said,
"It's got its own niche in the market.
It's gourmet, it's i;.st, it's healthy and it
tastes good...all in one package."
Since opening in July. Guehl has
delivered to WSU almost everyday.
According to Guehl. folks at the Fred
White Center, the WSU board of
trustees and even the WSU soccer and
volleyball teams have dined on Roly
Poly sandwiches.
Offering a varied vegetarian menu,
as well as turkey, sliced steak and roast
beef, baked ham. chicken, seafood and
low fat sandwiches. Roly Poly customers can also pick up an Otis
Spunkenmeyer cookie or fudge brownie for dessert.
"Those brownies go fast." Guehl
added. Roly Poly also offers boxed
lunches and a catering service.
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G U A R D I A N
PLACE AN AD

775-5537

u r r * CT»U C m j u w

$10.00

COME OUT FOR MOl
NIGHT FOOTBALL!

10% OFF WITH WSU I.D.*
Across from WSU • 427-3000
'Alcohol and/or gratuity not Included.
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Spotlight on Cris Broyles
Spotlight on Cris Brovlcs, Graduate
Student. Anatomy & English
Undaunted:
1) not discouraged
2) Cris Boyles
When a person conrics close to losing his life not once, not twice, but
seven times, it makes him live life to
the fullest.
Although his asthma is n**w under
control, there were times that life
looked bleak. "I've been on life support seven times." Broyles says.

"Back in the early nineties 1 was in the
hospital for over three months, and
five of those weeks were spent on life
support."
After he was taken off life support.
Broyles was taken by air ambulance to
a hospital in Colorado that spcciali/cd
in treating asthma.
"It was a bit tough as a youngster,
school-wise, but I was fortunate to
have a mother as a school teacher."
Broyles says.
Broyles credits his parents for giving him the support to stay in school,
even though he ended up missing sev-

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Force,
there's no telling what
you'll work on.
(Seriously, we can't tell you.)

eral months of it. "They always read
to me. made sure I did all my homework... if I didn't understa- ' something I could always go to t.em.
His battle with asthma made him
want to embrace life even more.
Broyles decided that he wai led to
study Human Anatomy and Phys. ology
and Composition and Rhetoric, in
hopes that he would someday help others as much as he had been helped, by
becoming a doctor or a teacher.
Broyles took college classes at Edison Community College while still in
high school. He was able to do this
through the Post Secondary Education
Program. Designed to give students a
head start on earning college credit and
to earn high school credit. Broyles finished two degrees at Edison even
before he graduated high school.

Cris Broyles

When he transferred to WSU. he
finished his degree in Biology and
Chemistry. His decision to take on two
Master's degrees, in Anatomy and in
English, was not accepted well at first.

Guardian: What is the best thing
about WSU?

"One of my advisors couldn't
understand why ! wanted to do both. I
explained that I wanted to become a
more rounded individual, and I want to
be able to help people in either of the
fields Now that I am only a few classes away from completing both degrees,
they see that I fealty meant it."
Also a past community advisor at
WSU, Broyles now teaches English
101 and works in the WSU morgue: he
is well on his way to achieving his
goals.

Cris: The Office of Disability
Services and the tunnel
system.
Guardian:

Explain the Big Red
Thing.

Cris: It's a cross between the ivory
tower scene in The
Nevtrending Story and the
Jetsons and a Dr. Scuss book.
Guardian: Describe yourself in
one word.
Cris: Dedicated.

YOUR MOM

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead
of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new
engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new
and sometimes classified developments. You 11 begin leading
and managing within this highly respected group from day
one. Find out what s waiting behind the scenes for you in
the Air Forte today. To request more information, call
1-800-423 USAF or log on to airforce.com.

WANTSYOU
T O CALL!

S O W H A T ARE YOU
W A I T I N G FOR
PICK U P T H E P H O N E

w

AND,

DIAL

775-5537

U S . AIR F O R C E

T O PLACE Y O U R

CfctlSS INTO THE BlUf

CLASSIFIED A D T O D A Y !
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Mystic Stars: weekly horoscope Sept M

of J>ay

By Nate Fakes

September 22-28, 2003
Aries (March 31- April 20). Family relations will begin a period of calm expansion and renewed
commitment Strongly expressed opinions, controversial decisions or group obligations will no
longer be ignored. Plan cozy home activities or private gatherings, if possible, anil expect loved
ones to ask for concrete social promises Lite Saturday, a lover or close friend may challenge
your need to explore new relationships. Offer encouragement. Public loyalties arc a sensitive
issue.
Taurus (April 21-May 20). Before midweek, romantic and social invitations arc unreliable.
Expect friends and lovers to present scattered ideas, misinformation or invalid facts. Be flexible
and wail for canceled group events to be rescheduled. Friday through Sunday highlights financial discussions with loved ones. Budgets and long-term payments may be key concerns. By
mid-October, employment strategies wil' -eeu to beredefined.Stay positive and respond quickly
to new proposals.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Over the next four days,financialmessages may be misleading.
Wait for potential partners or new employer-, to clarify their posttions or offerreliablenumbers.
Although briefly delayed, revised business or money commitments will soon prove worthwhile.
After Thursday, a romanticflirtationor new relationship may dramatically deepen. For many
Gemini* this marks the beginning of 18 weeks of passionate decisions and fas* romantic
changes. Tensions may be high Stay balanced
Cancer (June 22-Joly 22). Authority figures may be unusually focused on rules, regulations or
procedures this week. Complex issues of ownership, seniority or legal permissions may be
underlying concerns. Be supportive but ask forfinalizedpaperwork, new instructions and
detailedfinancialcalculations. Later this week, family discussions work to your advantage.
Someone close may soon admit to past mistakes or insensitive behavior. Remain diplomatic; others will follow your example
IM (Jul; 23-Aug. 22). Loverelationshipswill be complicated but exciting over the next few
days. Potential lovers and long-term partners may offer unexpected invitations. Ask for firm
commitments or express a renewed -,terest in sensuality. Trust your instincts and go slow. Controversial social or romantic information may arrive after Friday. Later this week. rest, plan
soothing family events and pamper the body. Minor skin ailments, digestive irritations or muscle
aches may be bothersome
Virgo (Ang. 23-Sept. 11). Mentors or older advisers may provide misinformation early this
week. At present, authorityfiguresmay feel uniquely pressured by deadlines, corporate policies
or ethical standards. Pay special attention totime-sensitivedocuments and legal permissions.
After Tuesday, social invitations and fast group proposals are accented. Friends >nd relatives will
expect your undivided attention and continuing loyalty. Enjoy public activities with trusted companions.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Early this week, previously silent business officials may propose
revised contracts or detailed partnerships. Many Librans will be asked to expand their circle of
workplace influence. Don't be shy. Powerfulfinancialrewardsmay soon be made available.
A..cr Wednesday, a long-termfriendrequests special favors. Romantic introductions, planned
celebrations or complex social ager.Jas are accented. Avoid emotional triangles, if possible, but
stay involved. All is well.
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nev. 22). Key officials mayrelyheavily on your advice or leadership abilities
over the next six days. Although workplace roles may feel reversed, offer private encouragement
to authorityfigures.At present, hidden workplace politics and conflicting priorities may create
complicated group expectations. Stay focused and clearly state your emotional limits. Later thi1.
week, a social or romantic invitation may be quickly canceled. Expect only vague or Ughtbexrted
explanations.
Sagittarius (Nov. 2J-Dee. 21). Previously derailed relationships will now move forward. Before
next week, expect loved ones or long-termfriendsto outline their fears, expectations or disappointments. Misinterpreted promises ant* unusual family obligations may be underlying influences. Stay focused on reliable agreement and demand detailed explanations. Friday through
Sunday,romanticand business partnerships may also be affected. Opt for bold, revealing discussions. Progress will be fast.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Seductive invitations arc accented over the next few days. Early
Monday, respond quickly to uniqueflirtationsor unexpected compliments. Many Capricoms will
soon begin a phase of heightened sensuality and rekindled faith in long-term commitment Use
this time to establish a clear romantic understanding between loved ones. Later this week, financialrestrictionsand last-minute expenses may be bothersome. Stay motivated. New business
options will soon arrive.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Shared agreements will now work in your favor. After Tuesday,
expect complex property or business contracts to become workable, streamlined and predictuolc
In the coming weeks, your personal style andfinancialexpertise will be greatly appreciated.
Dont bold back. Wednesday through Saturday, newrelationshipscaptivate attention. Potential
love affairs, subtleflirtationsand seductive encounters are accented. Remain cautious, however,
and wait for valid promises.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Colleagues and long-termfriendswill now address issues of lost
ambition or disinterest Remain patient and expect others to take extra time describing their
ideas, opinions or needs. Wednesday through Saturday highlights detailed discussions with
romantic partners or long-termfriends.Key issues may involve emotional deadlines, planned
events or public statements of affection. Later this week, pamper the body and nurture the senses. Physical vitality may be low.
If your birthday is this week... Expect olderfriendsor relatives to avoid delicate family discussions and key social decisions for the nextfiveweeks. At present, loved ones may need extra
time It contemplate their priorities or resolve private disputes. By early October business and
financial choices may dramatically increase. Planetary alignments now indicate that 22 months
of slow workplace progress, career contesion and low ambition will soon end. Accept all new
assignments or promotions By late October, key officials will c.q>ect a renewal of dedication
ar!y in 2004 a social or romantic triangle may be problematic. Avoid quick decisions, if possible,
and expectfriendsand lovers to remain patient Caution mill prove worthwhile.
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"Whoa! Hey guys! I think I just hi! second
base with this girl online!!

x

WELCOME STUDENTS!
Lambda Union

Gay, Lesbian Bisexual, Transgender, &
Straight Supportive Students
Stop by and visit us in our office!
W047 SU
775-5565
www.wright.edu/studentorgs/lambda_union
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Wright State ranks top in the
nation for gender equity
By Josh Burfcc

Much has been said about Wright
State University's new status as the
number one NCAA Division I College
for percentage of athletes competing in
women's sports. Among the 320 or so
Division I athletics programs around the
country, we have the highest percentage
of fenale athletes in comparison to the
percentage of the student body that
females compose. As it was published
in the Chronicle for Higher Education.
59 percent of the varsity athletes at
Wright State are women. Meanwhile,
women make up 56.3 percent of the student body. One of the stipulations of
Title IX is a thing called proportionality.
If a university's percentage of female
students equaled its percentage of
female student-athletes it would be perfectly proportional. Wright State goes
above and beyond proportionality with
this nearly 3 percent overage in favor of
women. Other Division I college athletic programs are unable to meet proportionality. usually because of the large
number of football players required to
field a team.
In the eyes of the Chronicle for
Higher Education and proponents of
Title IX, anything beyond exact proportionality for women is a good thing.
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance and Academics Roderick Perry
explained why this is so. He said. "Historically. Title IX has existed to make
opportunities for women." He also
noted that the fact that Wright State
meets proportionality is not due to of a
history of cutting men 's sports. "We arcable Jo do this without cutting men's
sports. Some schools have been known
to drop different programs like

wrestling or soccer rather than create
women's teams. Here, we've not taken
away (sports) from men. just created
more opportunities for women."
Throughout the years Wright State has
had a variety of sports programs come
and go but now lias both seven men's
and women's varsity sports teams.
The flipsidc of this recent
announcement is that 41 percent of the
student athletes here at WSU are male,
while men compose 43.7 percent of the
student population. Have title IX and
proportionality gone too far',' What does
this mean for the future of both men's
and women's athletics here at the university? Athletics Director Mike
Cusack can not say for sure right now.
"We just got there (to proportionality).
Right now we just have to catch our collective breath. Every year the numbers
are different, and these are based on the
2001-2002 school yrat'. The percentages could switch and be in favor of
male athletes next year." He said that
simply adding or losing members of the
existing teams could swing things one
way or the other. "Adding women's
indoor and outdoor track made the difference. We'll just have to get a feel
through this year, where we ire." With
that he added. "This will be a topic of
discussion at the S.A.A.C. (StudentAthlete Advisory Committee) meetings."
Although the addition of male athletes is more likely than the addition of
female athletes, the addition of a new
men's varsity team is not currently in
the works. However, the addition of
more male athletes onto the already
existing teams is a possibility for future
years.

Raiders
Cross Country:

r
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Stephanie Supan, hurdles past, at l iiullay unite lust December, Jnr Human \ injimr track
exents.

r t s Schedule

20 Saturday John Bryan Invitational

Men's Soccer:

19 Friday at Eastern Illinois
21 Sunday at Northern Illinois

Women's Soccer:

19 Friday at Marshall
21 Sunday at Bowling Green

Men's Tennis:

19-20 Fri.- Sat. at Eastern Illinois Invitational
22 Monday Dayton

Women's Tennis:

19-20 Fri.-Sat. Akron Invitational

Volleyball:

19-20 Fri.-Sat. Raider Challenge
23 Tuesday Xavier
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Men's
soccer looks
impressive
in win

I'l.-ml--r 17. *i»n

Mens soccer adunmes iJreir ivaypast.
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rvconl higher than lastyvar.

he scored his second goal only 52 sec- freshman Casey Comely on a dual assist
onds into the second hall Later, junior from junior Mary-Beth Young and
Winston Marshall would score his first Sophomore Lindsay Ferrau.
The
goal of the season off a free kick from Raiders fell once again on Sunday, losmidfield. provided by a boot from ing to Louisville by a final score of 0-1.
Vazquez. The scoring came to an end The now 2-3 ladies begin an arduous six
63 minutes into the game with Jason game ro.id stint Friday night against the
Tackis scoring his first career goal on Thundering Herd at Marshall Universianother assist from Vazquez.
ty.
A noteworthy point in this victory
would be that the Raiders were without
offensive powerhouse and leading scorer Ricky Strong for the majority of the
game. The senior forward left with an
injury during the first half and did not
return. In case you're wondering, the
Junior Blair Kaminskil2), holds of,defenders as she looks for a clear paw across the field seven-goal margin of victory by which
ihe men won was the largest in nearly
N E E D EXTRA •
twelve years. The last victory this lopBy Josh Burke
himself joined the scoring action, sided in favor of the Raiders was on
INCOME?
;
punching
in
a
goal
off
an
assist
from
Oct. 2. 1991 when the men beat up on
The grounds crew at Alumni Field
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Paul-Anthony
Perez.
Not
even
a
minute
Valparaiso 10-0. The men improved
was kepi busy this weekend as the
Extra H o u r s ?
Men's and Women's soccer teams host- later the Raiders scored again as anoth- their record to 3-1 and will be at Eastern
ed three games, consisting of two on er freshman, Tony Labudovski, netted Illinois this Friday.
an unassisted goal to increase the lead to
For the women, the weekend wasFriday night and one Sunday afternoon
Aventis Bio-Services, the global
The highlight of the weekend for 3-0. Just before the first half ended n't nearly as rewarding. Friday night
leader in plasma collection
soccer fans was watching the men's Perez scored the first of his two goals on the women fell to a strong Miami squad
offers a fast, safe and easy way
an
assist
from
Jonah
Baskin.
After
the
by a score of 1 -2. The lone goal for the
team beat Xavier to the tune of a 7-0
for you to make extra incomeyou can make up to S25
spanking in the late game on Friday break Perez went right back to work as Raiders came late in ihe game from
on your first visit!
night. In what is looking to be a great
Come
to our center-clean and
season for the Raiders, this win comes
V i s i t t h e . . .
convement-and
give plasma.
after a great tournament run at the UniU
Donors are generously
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versity at Buffalo two weeks ago.
rewarded .and people s
The scoring started early and didn't
lives are saved.
Open 7 days a wook (9am
Spm)
end until mid-way through the second
half as six Raiders netted goals, includOver 300 Aircraft & Missiles
1 6 3 E. H e l e n a St
ing two from freshman Paul-Anthony
Dayton, OH
P l u s visit the M u s e u m ' s
Perez, The onslaught began 26 minutes
(937) 2 2 4 - 1 9 7 3
I M A X - Theatre
Open Monday-Saturday
into ihe game as freshman Juan
(937) 2S3-IMAX
Call lor Appointment
Vasquez. on an assist from junior C'hris
O u t s i d e D a y t o n . O h i o - H o m e of t h e W r i g h t B r o t h e r s
Riley, put a straight shot into the back of
| Avrntis
Bio
Scrvices
|
the net from l!0 feet out. Next Riley
<937) 255 3 2 8 6 for M u s e u m Info o r w w w . i f m u n u m . c o m
M a i l n b n i w i i a i r s com
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Ohio State wins another close call,
defeats N.C. State in 3 OTs
By Tom Reed
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRTl
COLUMBUS. Ohio
You can
knock his lack of athleticism. You can
look around the country and probably
name a half-dozen quarterbacks with
more talent and passing ability.
Nothing about Craig Krenzel overwhelms you except his record and his
uncanny penchant for delivering in the
clutch.
If they started college football
games using the overtime format, the
Ohio State quarterback might be a Heisman Trophy front-runner Nobody
moves an offense better w ith lime standing still.
Krenzel and the resilient Buckeyes
did it again Saturday afternoon in a 4438 triple-overtime victory against North
Carolina State before 104.890 fans at
Ohio Stadium.
The defending national champions
overcame five turnovers and a fourthquarter collapse, which saw- them blow
a 17-point lead, to post their 17th consecutive victory.
It was the longest game in Ohio
State history. It: also marked the third

time in the past six games including
last year's Fiesta Bowl triumph over
Miami that the No. 3 Hr .keyes (3-0)
have gone to overtime.
Krenzel threw three Tf) passes in
Of. and the Buckeyes' defense stopped
Wolfpack ninning back T..A. Mcl.enilon
inches short of the goal line on the
game's tin.il play thanks to a huge lui by
safety Will Allen.
"When it gets down to crunch time,
people at this school step up." tight end
Ben 1 lartsock said.
Few more dramatically than Krenzel.The senior quarterback has now
directed a combined -ax overtime drives
against Illinois. Miami and N.C. State
Faeh has produced a touchdown.
Krenzel accounted for all of the
Buckeyes' 75 yards in overtime. He
completed IO-of-12 passes, including
TO strikes to 1 lartsock. tight end Ryan
llambv and wide receiver Michael
Jenkins.
With star tailback Maurice Oarctt
suspended for the season and the running game virtually non-existent. OSU
Coach Jim Tressel placed his faith in a
quarterback who is 18-1 as a starter.
The storied gridiron program that

gave America "three yards and a cloud
of dust." did not hand the ball to a running hack in overtime The Buckeyes
finished the day v\ it> l-l yards on 32
attempts, a paltry 1
. per carry..
"I'm sure Woody (Hayes) is not
looking down and smiling." llartsock
said "But we find a way to get it done."
Kren/el led the Mu> Weycs with 37
yards rushing. Maurice Hall and I ydell
Ross incredibly combined for 3 yards
on 17 attempts
"The one thing we did not do a
good job of today w as running the football." Krenzel said. "VV hen you don't run
the ball well, it's iiard to sustain a drive
... And it's something we need to get
much, much better at."
A week after surviving a 16-13
scare against lightly regarded San Diego
State. OSU fans watched in disbelief as
the Buckeyes squandered a 24-7 lead
w ith 11:25 remaining.
A fumbled punt and a Krenzel
interception gave the No. 24 Wolfpack
(1-2) life. Quarterback Philip Rivers
(36-of-52, 315 yards) rallied them with
three consecutive scoring drives to close
out the fourth quarter. The Heisman
hopeful hit T.J. Williams with a 5-yard

pass to tie it with 21 seconds left.
"We did a good job on him in t>.
first half, but lie found his rhythm late
on and their offense got back then
swagger." Allen said.
The Buckeyes contributed to the
Wolfpack comeback with an inability to
lake time off the clock (one first down
in the fourth quarter) and numerous
penalties. OSU was (lagged 14 times for
129 yards. ( ornerbadl Dustin Fox was
called for four interference or holding
penalties.
Defensive end Will Smith believes
the Buckeyes relaxed too much with the
17-point cushion.
"I think we let up. and I think
everybody got complacent." Smith said.
The Wolfpack carried all the
momentum into overtime. But these
Buckeyes have a history of winning the
close ones a fact Krenzel reiterated in
the huddle before starting overtime.
"I just looked at the guys and said.
This is what you come to Ohio Stale
for.'" said Krenzel. who finished 26-of36 for 273 yards with four TDs and
three interceptions.
contirurd on pc 21
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Teams struggle against tough
terrain and competition
*

mms
HSI gear, up at the beginning of the nice to defend their title at the American legends race at Purdue I niversit)-.

By Karis I. Day
On September 13th the Men's and
Women's Cross Country teams traveled
to West Lafayette, IN, for the American
Legends race, hosted by Purdue University. Having only competed in one race
prior, the Raiders faced a hilly terrain
and stiff competition including some of
their Horizon League foes. The Women
placed 8th as a te;>m and the Men landed a 9th place finish. The field of teams
was extremely challenging, including
Eastern Kentucky University, Purdue
University, University of WisconsinMilwaukee, Loyola University, DcPaul
University, Western Michigan University, US Naval Academy and University
of Indianapolis In the end it was f ^stem Kentucky who took the women's
team title and the US Naval Academy
"OSl'Ohto State wins another clour call, defeat*
NX". Stale In 3 OTs" from pg 20.

Hamby, a rcdshirt sophomore, said
Krenzel was in complete control
"He was the commander of the
huddle ... You could see it in his eyes
and we were ready." Hamby said
No one else said anything?
"No, no. no," Hamby said. "In that
situation, it's on him."
Krenzel's best pass might have
been his final one
a 7-yard bullet
between two defenders to Jenkins for
the TD that made it 44-38.
In accordance with NCAA rules,
teams must attempt two-point conversions after the second overtime. Krenzel's pass was deflected by the Wolfpack's Pat Thomas.
N.C State had scored on its previous five possessions. Starting from the
Buckeye 25, the Wolfpack moved inside
the 5 thanks in part to three consecutive
penalties on the Buckeyes.

edged out Loyola with some strong
pack running to take the men's team
honors.
For the Men's team it was the first
time they had competed at the Xk distance all year. The season started with a
short 5k race against the likes of the
University of Dayton. Miami and
Cincinnati The change of distance had
its effects on the runners, not to mention
the tough terrain for which the Purdue
course is known.
Of the 8K race. Junior Aric Wagner stated. "The competition was much
more difficult at'Purdue than at Dayton.
These teams were a much higher caliber
and we just did not run well. Our goal
is to log more miles and eventually be at
the top of the field in races to come."
The Men are currently running 10 to 15
miles per day and hope to steadily
But the OSU defense rose to the
challenge. Rivers kept it twice, gaining
two yards, and threw an incomplete
pass. On fourth-and-goal from the 1.
McLendon ran left and was grabbed by
linebacker A.J. Hawk as he neared the
goal line.
McLendon's momentum might
have carried him in if not for a jarring hit
by Allen. The running back fell to the
ground before extending his arms anil
the ball over the goal line.
Officials momentarily huddled
before agreeing that McLendon had not
scored.
"It was do or die, him or me." Allen
said "1 came out on top."
(c) 2003. Akron Beacon Journal
(Akron. Ohio),
Visit Akron Beacon Journal Online
at http://www.ohio.com'.
Distributed by Knight RidderTribune Information Services.

increase their mileage in hopes to drop
their times in the latter part of the season.
Cory Scheadler placed 20th for the
Raiders in the 8k Men s race with a time
of 26:25.59. Scheadler was the only
Raider to receive an a .vard at the meet
for placing in the top 25. One minute
after Scheadler. Kevin Paisley crossed
the finish line in 50th place. Other
names, times, and places include sophomore Josh Burke (58th, 27:56), freshman Joe! Hidalgo (61st, 28:09), sophomore Steve Draper (63rd, 28:13). junior
Aric Wagner (71st. 28:46). freshman
Mitchell Meinerding (74th, 29:24). junior Nate Fabich (78th. 29:44). and freshman Michael Murphy (82nd, 30.08).
The top female finisher for WSU at
The Great American l egends Invitational on Saturday was senior Elizabeth

GYPSY CAMP
HOUSE
COFFEE
* ,\v'}
"*•J

kamp.com

McMaken with a time of 20:09.00, putting her in 37th place. Following a
close six seconds behind was junior
Tracy Rosner, who has been steadily
improving over the last few weeks.
Other names, times and places include
freshman Ashley Shaffer (55th, 21:15).
senior Lori Siconolfi (58th, 21:19),
sophomore Stephanie Supan (63rd,
21:31), senior Mary Maxton (64th,
21:32), freshman Marie McVetta (71st,
22:01'). and sophomore Megan Feasel
(84th. 23:19).
After a somewhat disappointing
weekend the Raiders will be back to
work this week with more of a focus on
distance. Look for both teams at John
Bryan State Park in Yellow Springs. OH
as they race against area teams hosted
by Cedarville University on Satuiday.
September 20th.

GREAT DRINKS A N D F O O D
ARE IN Y O U R FUTURE

We are located in the Honors Dotm Retail Cents
above the C-Store, Rm S-210.
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• Ice Coffe"'.. Smoothies, Fruit Tea Blast Energy Dnnk
• Espresso based specialty drinks and gourmet cuffeesfleas
• N Y style cheescake. muffins, cookies & snacks
• Gifts, drums. Hemp jewelery. scented oils & incense
• High speed internet connection with B(W & Color laser

Sunday - Thursday
:pm - iopm
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Spring Break
Spring Break >14 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim Magazine! Get hooked up
with Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status as
a Campus Repi Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book earlv for
FREE MEALS, FREE PRINKS and 150"';.
Lowest Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com or Call 1-888SPRINGBREAK!
* 1 Spring Break Vacations! 100% Best
Prices! Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas. Book Now & Receivi
Free Parties & Meals. Campus Reps
Wanted! 1-800-234-7007 endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break2004 with STS, America's
SI Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Hiring campus reps. Call for discounts. 1-800-648-1849 or www.ststravel.com
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK Ski
& Beach Trips on sale now! wv.w.Sunchase.com or call 1-800-SUNCHASE
today!
Campus Reps Needed! Be A Campus
Rep For The Only Spring Break Company Recognized For Outstanding
Ethics! Earn Free Trips & CASH!
www.springbreaktravel.com
CANCUN, AC AH :i CO, NASSAt
JAMAICA! 7 Nights From $459+ tax!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners, 20-50
Hours Free Drinks! Guaranteed Lowest
Prices & Best "arty Schedule. The Only
Spring Break Company Recognized For
Outstanding Ethics! Visit The BEST
Spring Break Site On The Web - View
100s Of Hotel Videos And Reviews At
www.SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800678-6386
!!! BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARFY '!!
Cruise With 100s Of Students On Hie
Largest & Wildest Student Party
Cruise! Spend 5 Days In The Bahamas
From $279! Includes Most Meals, Free
Parties, Port Taxes! Ethics Award Winning Company! www.SpingBreakTravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Help Wanted
VIDEO GAME RESEARCH
2 different studies; each pay $6.75 per
hr; min. 18 yrs old. Males only - lour
consecutive days (M-TH) or (T-F)
approx. 21/2 hours per day M and F
- Req. mouse experience (no experience, no pay). M or F from 9a to 5p
Please call (937) 775-3753 to schedule.
ATTENTION PSYCHOLOGY
MAJORS: Need research experience?
We can help. Two Student Research
Assistant positions available - one in
a Human Factors lab and the second in
an Industrial/Organizational research
lab. Candidates will need to schedule
for Psychlogy 498. Flexible work
hours available. May turn into a fulltime position. Please call 775-3753
and ? ik for Judson Workman.
"""CRAZY*** New compnv expanding in Dayton area! Seeking crazy, yet
respnsible people for serious expansion. Promotions/marketing skills a
plus, will train. If you have 6-10 hours
per week, cal (937) 847-9351.
Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local positions. 1-800-293-3935 ext. 298

NOW HIRING

OKOAMIf* * MjpMJ.

Labor Day Special. S100 off move-in
cost. Studio and 1 bedrooms. Call
today 937-878-7758
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT CLOSE
TOWSU. Walk to WSU, 2 bedrooiT
apartment. Appliances, water, sew. i«e,
garbage included. Washer & dryer
hookup also. Clean and cheapest you
will find. Upstairs and downstairs
avaiable right now. $575.00 per month.
Deposit same 937-492-5271
Apartment for rent near Smithville
Rd. and W.S.U. on busline. ONE bedroom S320 a month plus $200 deposit.
No pets. Plus utilities, laundry available. Call Jeannine at 426-7345
DAY! ON Great Apt's. Perfect For Students & Professionals Near UD &
MYH. Efficiencies & 1 or 2 or 3 bdrm,
C/air, private parking, some with
decks. Call Now . . 369-5339 or
223-9790
Belmont 10 min. from WSU/WPAFB.
$475/ mo. (Heat, Water & Trash
i removal included). A/C, Laundry. Two
bedroom apt. avail. NOW! (Move in
special.) call 609-6622

"Workout" - Nature of the Job.
Growth
Gel fit. Get paid
For part-lime Package Handlers at
FedEx Ground, it's like a paid workout
The work's demanding, but the rewards
are big. Come join our team, get a
weekly paycheck, tuition assistance
and break a sweat with the nation's
package delivery leader
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Oooltficohon*
18 yeo's 01 okht
i ,i
<r TA.I • Paflhme, 5<JO, weefc
Most be abletolift 50 ft>».
S8.50-9.00/kr.toitort.
scheduled raij«i
Apply in person at:
FedEx Gro und
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights. OH 45424
Fedex.com/u«/careers

Announcement
Acts Needed! Pay a flat fee. Charge
what you want at the door! Great
Money plus Exposure! Quest Theatre,
off exit 4 on 675. 436-9990

tour dfstMn

$11.45 base-appt. guaranteed starting
pay.
Fun work environment with other students. 10-40 hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops; Scholarships
awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing no
door-to-door sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have positive
attitude and good people skills,
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
937-436-3580
HELP WANTED! Personal Care Assistant. Steady Part-time Work. No Experience Required. Perfect Job for Students or Homemakers Looking for
Extra Income. Hours Range from 10-15
per Week. Starting wage is $8.00. '-'all
427-1059.
NCR Country Club now hiring for
senior d u b servers. Experience a
plus, not necessary. Compepitivc
pay and benefits. Apply in person
Tues-Sat 10-1 lam, and 2-4pni. 4435
Dogwood Trail, Kettering, Oh
45429.

BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY
DEPARTMENT
LICENSED
767-7144

15 GLEN s r. YELLOW SPRINGS

fiOGKOQ!
YOU could be the next:
Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Zeta
Zeta Tau Alpha
Kappa Delta

®

Recruitment for Fall '03
is September 2 5 - 2 9

Services

Si«n Up Today on the Ouad or in the
Office'of Student Life!

life, and end life. www.getTheTruth.net

|You can also contact Jena Hartley at hartley.9@wright.edu
or at 775-5566 for more information.

SPRING BREAK 04Sex has the power to create life, change
CUMUP AMD e r r '

• « »
2 r M i TdiMrnn
www.studenteKpress.com
Call NOW: 1.800.787.3787

For Rent

Advertise with The Guardian Classified ads start at just $3! Call 775-5537.

J3b

